
3. Prepare as if you are going 
to trial

The best way to get a case resolved is

to plan as if you are going to trial.  The

insurance carrier needs to know that you

can push the case to trial and win.  This

reason is simple business logic: The

only reason an insurance company will

pay money in mediation is because you

have convinced them that they will lose

more money at trial and thus settling the

case for the appropriate legal value is a

good business decision.

Use focus groups and mock trials 

Lay the case out for the defense in a

manner that illustrates why your case

has merit at whatever level you so

claim.  Focus groups and mock trials

can be helpful in convincing the opposi-

tion of the merits of your case.  If the

focus group or mock trials have positive

outcomes, share those outcomes.  Bring

in DVDs of the mock jurors deliberating

and discussing the merits of your case

and the weaknesses in the other side’s

arguments to demonstrate what may

happen with a jury at trial.  You may

want to consider bringing a credible out-

side consulting service to the mediation

to discuss why your mock trial and/or

tion and sending information to the

insurance company before the evalua-

tion takes place.  

2. Keep lines of communication    
open and active

You need to keep communication

lines open and active to facilitate a com-

fort level in sharing information neces-

sary to reach a settlement.  You need to

be able to send information to your

opposition about your client and they

need to feel comfortable asking you for

information.  If you are a plaintiff’s

attorney, ask the defense what they need

from you as a plaintiff in order to make

mediation successful.  If you have been

able to keep communication lines open,

your opposition should feel comfortable

in sharing this type of information with

you.  Ask the defense if there is some-

thing you need for your client’s file to

convince the insurance carrier of the

legal value of the case.  Rather than

guessing at what the opposition is look-

ing for, ask them.  Mediation is not

about hiding the ball.  If you can under-

stand in advance what the other side is

looking for, you can come to mediation

prepared to deal with their objections

and needs.

In the past decade, the legal landscape

has gone through some dramatic

changes.  Tort reform attitudes have

made it harder for plaintiffs to try and

win cases, television shows such as CSI

have changed jurors’ expectations, and

the costs of going to trial have increased.

This evolution of the system has

pushed more and more cases to media-

tion as an alternative to trial.  While

many attorneys have participated in

mediations, few understand how to pre-

pare effectively.  Contrary to common

belief, preparation for mediation should

take as much forethought as preparation

for trial.  The purpose of this article is to

lay out some strategic pointers for getting

an effective settlement for your client.

1. Start preparation early

Planning for mediation should start

far in advance of the mediation date.

Do not wait until the day of mediation

to send information to the opposition.

Know that if you are mediating against

an insurance company, the carrier will

evaluate the legal value (monetary

worth) of your client’s case as early as

30 days before mediation.  Therefore, if

you want to influence that evaluation,

you need to start preparing for media-
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focus group was a pure empirical study

rather than merely an exercise.  If you

do so, make sure to use a mediation

and/or trial consultant that is credible in

the field and does work for both plain-

tiff and defense since the outcome of the

research is only as good as the person

who organized it.

Use life care plans

Do not be afraid to call in a life care

expert to put together a life care plan for

smaller cases.  Typically, attorneys think

of using life care plans on larger cases

with legal values in the seven figure

range.  For mediation, however, life care

plans can be helpful in demonstrating

the legal value of the case.  Talk about

medication costs, physical therapy, and

costs of alternative treatments such as

massage or heat pads.  Keep in mind

that insurance companies read reports

all day, so yours needs to stand out.

Videotape the plaintiff, the treating 

doctor, and any other key players to

bring your claims to life.  

4. Keep communication 
channels open even after 

the first mediation

Many cases do not resolve at the first

mediation.  Keep an open mind rather

than closing off communication chan-

nels in spite because it is quite possible

that the insurance company has under-

valued your case.  Often the person sent

to mediation is not the person with

authority to change settlement offers

and they may have to consult with their

superiors to resolve the case.  Allow for

these changes to take place rather than

cutting off communication.

5. Prepare the client

Your client has the final say on any

offers to settle.  You need to understand

what the client has lost in terms of

human value rather than monetary

terms.  Human value is what the client

has lost on a human basis – the death of

a family member, a child being brain

damaged.  The court system cannot do

anything about the human value of a

case, but it is important for you to listen

to and acknowledge what your client

has lost.  

Next, prepare your client for media-

tion so they can walk into mediation

with reasonable expectations and are

better equipped to evaluate any offers to

settle.  Explain to them that the only

thing the court system can do in media-

tion is to deal with the legal value of

their case, which is money.  This will

help the client to account for risks of

settling versus going to trial.  The more

the client understands that mediation is

a compromise, the better able they will

be to evaluate any offers to settle with a

business mindset rather than resorting to

emotional needs.  To prevent a situation

where your client rejects a reasonable

settlement, help him or her understand

what money can do for them.  Most

clients have a hard time picturing what a

million dollars is or how it can impact

their lives.  Find out what the client’s

needs are in non-monetary terms and

help them put dollar figures to those

needs.  For example, find out how much

debt they have, whether they need a

handicap-accessible house, whether they

need therapy, etc.  Then put monetary

figures on those needs.  Clients often

think they need much more money than

they do and will reject reasonable settle-

ment offers because they do not under-

stand how much money they actually

need.  If you take the time to prepare

your client thoroughly for mediation,

you’ll have a better chance at having an

effective settlement.
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